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The trust newspapers now have

another union to deal with, for
the big loop advertisers have got
together. circula-
tion and found been
lying to them. Also that news-
boys' and. agents were forced to
buy many more papers than they
could sell.

One newsboy showed his rec-
ord, showing he had sold as waste
paper, in one year, over ten tons
of unsold newspapers forced on
him by the newspaper trust.

Advertisers also found that
trust newspapers were charging
them full rates for al-

though printing less than half the
circulation on which the rates
.were based.

stores have, cut
down their space one-hal-f, and
have decided not to increase that
space after strike h over. Adver-
tisers' union may strike for lower

rates.
Publishers in trust growing

and watching each
other. At least two are suspect-
ed of getting ready to break away
from the trust and Sign up with
the unions.

A rumor in business circles
says Roger Sullivan is getting
even with Hearst by seeing that
he other are pot per-

mitted to cripple the Socialist

Some judges are disposed to
rebel against the bossism of the
newspaper trust and refuse to
help break the strike by court de-

cisions.
i Names and numbers of 'cops on
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.Investigated
publishers

advertising,

Department

advertising

suspicious,

publishers

financially.

Strike duty who handle papers,
make change and do other work
for the papers, being taken for
future action, when Andy Law-
rence's grip on the mayor, sheriff
and police force is broken.

It is believed the present trou-
ble will be Lawrence's finish as a
Hearst publisher in Chicago, and
the office holders, including
judges, who have toadied to him
and obeyed Tiis orders, will "be left
stranded high and dry.

Some big advertisers have
found out so much about the trust
papers lately that they, too, see
the necessity of breaking the
powerful grip of the newspaper
trust. Advertisers now see they
have paid, in higher rates, all thet
expense of the newspaper war.
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'He was in wrong."
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Thank goodness, at last it's so
hot we don't feefEke working. J


